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INTRODOCnON
The capacitor is a basic building block of electrical networks,
Kangr nenf developments in capacitors, such as improvements in dielectric
mateidals» occur. A new and different use of this basic unit is presented
in this paper.
A capacitor nay act as a digital feedback device by switching it in
a special way. The charge stored on the capacitor d\iring one period of
operation may be used as the initial condition for the next period of
operation. If these initial conditions are reversed by reversing the
capacitor, a discrete or digital feedback is introduced since the action
following is dependent upon the previous action,
Uie reverse-switched capacitor and its mathematical description are
presented. Using these derivations, integrated and summed outputs of
several integrators, xrtiose capacitors are replaced with reverse-switched
capacitors, are analyzed. The periodic quantizer is analyzed by Raderaacher
functions and then physically realized, A simple series resistance-
capacitance network whose capacitor is replaced with a reverse-switched
capacitor, is analyzed, and its limit qycle investigated. The computer
programs and results are presented in each case.
In most cases, normalized impeciances and admittances of 1 are used




Ttie vole of initial conditions when a oapaoitor is set into operation
has been thoroughljr developed (LePage and SeeXy, 1). Ihis thesis
investigates the effects on a network containing a capacitor when not
only initial conditions are present but vfivon a periodic dxange of iidtial
conditions takes place. These periodically changing conditions are effected
by reversing the capacitor in the network at periodic intervals. The new
device, a capacitor, with periodically reversed tenninals will be called
a reverse-switched capacitor and indicated by the symbol » which is
tlie ordinary capacitor symbol with both "plate lines" currod outward. The
reversing that takes place at the end of one switching period causes the
final value of that switching period to be the initial value of the
following period.
Daring the first period from time zero to the first switching time
the reverse-switched capacitor will act the same as the unswitched device.
The initial conditions >ri.ll contribute the same as in the unswitched device.
The differential equation may be written i = ce and Laplace transformed to
read
i a Cse - CeQ , (1)
An analysis could be performed on any network by continuing in « pieoetwise
linear manner; the solution would be obtained by ordinary means for the
first period; the voltage on the capacitor could then be calculated; this
reversed final voltage would then be used for the initial conditions of the
next period. It can be seen, however, that this procedure is a slow and
3tedious process. A Z-transform analysis overcomes this and other difficulties
that arise. The procedure is exact and provides a clear and simple
description of a reverse-switched capacitor.
The analysis used in this paper is based on the theory of a vanishingly
small switching time. This is not realizable in the physical world?
however, a close approximation can be made using modem technological
advances. It is recognized that a somewhat different analysis could be
based on finite sirltching times, such as an open circuit for a finite
amount of time during switching. The reader is referred to Higgins and
Howard (^) for work related to finite pulse lengths.
Physical Construction
Consider a capacitor whose leads are attached to a double-pole
double-throw switch in an arrangement whereby the capacitor terminals are
in one direction when the switch is in a given position. When the switch
is thrown to the other position the capacitor's terminals are reversed in
direction. The terminals of the reverse-switched capacitor are the common
connections of the switch. The capacitor to be switched is connected to
adjacent comers of the switch. Opposite comers are connected together
to complete the buildup of the device shown in Fig. 1,
c
Fig. 1» Reverse-switched capacitor.
The reversing switch can be an electromechanical relay or a solid-state
switch. The switch must be controlled by a periodic timing mechanian. Ih©
timer and switch combination should have as small a switching time as
possible for the jdiysical device to be properly described mathematically.
If not, allowance must be made for the switching time duration.
Research on hardware is outside the scope of this paper; however, this
does not hinder an introduction to it at the present time. The author has
conducted an experiment using electromechanical equipuent for the switch
and found that with integrator circuits a anall delay in the switching
time can cause a noticeable deviation from the ideal output.
is replaced with mT, the duration of the switching period.
Jury (6) presents Z-transform theory and some applications to sampled
data ^sterns. The Z-transform of a function is the complex convolution of
its Laplace transform with the Laplace transform of a periodlo DLrao delta
function whose period is T seconds. This is represented as
SUBSTITUTION ANALTSIS
The Z-and Z„-Transform
The analysis makes use of the Z-transfona and the special Zj^-transform.
The Zjjj-transform is the ordinary Z-transform where the sampling interval T
R3f(^) l-e"
If the period T is replaced by mT we obtain
Representing ' ' - as an infinite sum and bringing the sum on the
l„g.(s-A)T
outside gives ^
This is the Z -transform in infinite series form. The poles of l/(1.e-^T)
m
may also be used to obtain
Z„f = -i- ^ fis-X) 2 dA (4)
Using Heavisides e^ansion where, e*^"^ = e"''^'^" or A = j2'n'n/mT,
mm
jresults in a different form for Zj^f
.
V ' 2 ^(®- ( jairn/mT) ) f 1 /mTe-J2 nj
V = -l-2f(s-(j2frn/mT)) (•)
mT n=:.oe
Theorems that apply to the ordinaiy Z-transform apply to the Z^j^-
transform also.
A Fundamental Development for etched Integrators
An operational amplifier integrator was used in the early stages of
development. The equation describing the integrator is simple and ea^
to work with, Refendng to Smith and Wood (7), the equation for an





R and C are normalized to 1 , yielding
e + V = 0. (10)
The P„-transform is now dejplned as
n
An+1)mT .V - J f(t)e-SMt . (11)
mT
Transforming by yields
Pjje + P^v^O. (12)




Pj/ « L |[u(t-nmT) - u(t-(n+1 )mT)} f(t)|
4 r ^-v\mT -A(n+1)mT
, , ^
P f = -1- 2 tSlJI 1- f(s-a)d\ (13)
A=
^ \ r ^ -5UmT -A(n+1)mT
n=0 " 2^rj ^ rpfi h
The integrand sum vitll be of the collapsing type, yielding
Co
^ 2frj ^ A
^X=
(1^)
P f = -i- ^ Jb2 is nxM f(s-;i)dA (15)
n=0 *^A=»
(16)
The same result may be obtained using the definition of P^^f as follows
i
r(n+1)raT .





f(t)9-s*dt + / f(t)e"®*dt + (19)
f(t)e-stdt
Off




Hie next problem Is evaluation of P f. Integration by parts srields
r[n+DmT .









p * - f --s(n+1)iaT _ f --snmT + f
V"^(n+1)m® ^V- (2^^)
By reversing the sign of the term f )©"^^'^'*"^ ^"'''^ the initial conditions
will enter correctly into the fomrula and the reversal will also be entered
properly. However, notation for P^f will not be changed.
If Pjjf is sumraed after correction for reverse-switching, then
eo O0
f -snmT . 2 f^e-^^ + sf , (26)
Z = ^0 - 2 Z ^nm«"'""^ + . (2?)
n=0 n=0
The above equation oan be written as
S \^ = sf - 2^f + f . (28)
The forms are now available to substitute into equation (10) to
analyze the awitcshed integrator,
P e + P„v « (29)
n n
go CO
S P e P„v = (30)
Substituting equations (20) and (2?) into (30) yields the fundamental
equation
e + sv = ZZ^ - Vq , (31
)
Here it is possible to check on the initial conditions. For v in the first
period the equation reads
e + sv = (2Z v^ - v^)
(32)
e + sv - Vq = . (33)
This (dxeoks with the unswitcjhed capacitor shown in equation (1 ) . R and C
could be reintroduced at this point and then equation (31 ) would read
e/R + CSV = 2C2;mV - CVq , (3^)
The analysis is carried on using equation (31 ) with R = C = 1 . Solving
for V yields
= _ _ e . 2 „ - /-s.s
9Taking the Z^.transfom
=
-2^(5/s) + -1- Z V - (36)
«nd solving for Zj^v giws




and taking the Z-transforni yields
2!^ , .Z(e/s) 4 ^0-^) ZJ5/S) + Zoil:£L. (39)
(1-a)(1+a"i) (1-z)(1-hs«»)
.
It is desirable to use the sinplest forcing function, the unit step
function, to miniiiiiae calculation comple:xity. Making the substitution
• = 1/s, where Z(e/s) = Tz/(1-z)^ and \i.e/s) = mTz®/(1-z°)^, results in
(1-z)2 (1.z)(1+2«)(1-z"i) (1-z)(1+z^)
.
Maltlplying by the donwninator and simplifying gives
[^(1.z)2(1.z2n)J -Tz(1-.z2°) + 2mTzn»(l-a) + Vq [(1-z»)2(1.z5,
(^1)
Z;(1-2z-f22_^2ni^^2m4-1^^2m42j ^ ^ (vQ-Kr)z+(2nT«2VQ)z"'
+(2vQ-aT)z'^'^^ + v^z^^tt + (t-Vq)z2^"'\ (If2)
The recurrence relation used in digital computation may be written directly as
n n-1 iv-2 n»-2m n-2m-1 n-2m-2 n ^
If
where
(^} = (vq. - (Vq+T), 0, 0» ... , 2(aT-Vo). 2(vQ-mT), 0, 0, ... ,
Vq, (T-Vq), 0, 0,
...J
.
It oan now be seen why the sajapled data approach was used since the
result, in the fom of a recurrence relation, is readily computed by a
digital Qoaputer, Some solutions are given in Table 1 • The oomputer
prograa used to obtain th«se results is in Appeavilx C.
The Loop and Node Pair Equations
Ualng ourarent as a drlvir^ source, a relation occurs between this
current and the voltage across the reverse-svxitohed capacitor alone. For
this circuit we oan write Newton's counterforce equation i = Ce, Using
the relation for C5 given by equation (28) gives
i = Cse - 2C^e + COq • (44)
Equation (44) is called the node pair voltage equation.
Frm. (44) the loop current equation can be derived by first solving
for e and transforming
i/Cs = ; - (2/s)Z^e + (e^/s) (45)
2.{±/Cs) = Z e Tl -
•—H + --^
z
Solving for ^5 and substituting into equation (45) gives the desired result
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Table 1.
C C INTEGRATOR USING A REVERSE-SWITCHED CAPACITOR
T=.l V0=0. M=10
N V { N ) N V(N)
.00000 41 -.10000
1 ,10000 42 -.20000
2 .20000 43 -.30000
3 .30000 44 -.40000
I*
.40000 45 -.50000
5 .50000 46 -.60000
6 .60000 47 -.70000
7 .70000 48 -.80000
8 .80000 49 -.90000
9 .90000 50 1.00000
10 1 .00000 51 .90000
11 .90000 52 .80000
12 .80000 53 .70000
13 .70000 54 .60000
14 .60000 55 .50000
15 .50000 56 .40000
16 .40000 57 .30000
17 .30000 58 .20000
18 .20000 59 .10000
19 .10000 60 0.00000
20 .00000 61 -. 1 0000
21 .10000 62 -.20000
22 .20000 63 -.30000
23 .30000 64 -.40000
24 .40000 65 -.50000
25 . 50000 66 -.60000
26 .60000 67 -.70000
27 .70000 68 -.80000
28 .80000 69 -.90000
29 .90000 70 1.00000
30 1 .00000 71 .90000
31 .90000 72 .80000
32 .80000 73 .70000
33 .70000 74 .60000
34 .60000 75 .50000
35 .50000 76 .40000
36 .40000 77 .30000
37 .30000 78 .20000
38 .20000 79 .10000
39 .10000 80 0.00000
40 .00000 81 -.10000















































Equation ('l'9) Is called the loop current equation.
Network Applications
Equations {^) and developed in the proceeding section, may be
uaed to solve ary network containing a reverse-switched capacitor. Both
equations depend upon the sampled value at the instant of svdtching. The
Z-transforms are, therefore, directly applicable and using them does not
effect the e:taetness of solution.
The procedure for solvinp^ a network involving reverse-switched
capacitors is as follows, Ihe loop current or node pair voltage equation(s),
iJhiohever are desired, are written for the network. These are Laplace
transformed if not already written in this form.
At the point(s) in the equation(s) vrtiere there is a voltage drop in
the circuit due to a capacitor, the node pair voltage equation {^) is
inserted. The initial conditions are taken care of in the new equation.
The same procedure is fol3.owed for the loop current equation (44). The
•quatlon(s) obtained can then be manipulated much the same as those used
in sampled-data feedback systems. The equation(s) are solved for the desired
variable by transforming and substituting back into the equation not Z^^
transformed. The desired variable may then be obtained, this equation Z
transformed, and result sat down in a recurrence relation. This recurrence
relation may be easily programmed for a digital computer.
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REVESSE-S'^^ITCHEO CAPACITOR IN A NBWORK
Application to Series RC Circiiit
15ie loop carrent equation (^) may be used in the equation of the
series RC Glrouit, where the resistor is now in series with a reverse-
switched capacitor and a voltage generator used as a source. The voltage
equation of the circuit may be written directly in the Laplace transform
notationi
e = iR + i/Cs . (50)
The voltage due to the capacitor is i/Cs; so in place of this may be
trritten tlie loop current equation (^)





Normalizing R = C = 1 and dividing by s+1 yields
1+s s (8+1)s(1+z"»)[s(s+1)(1+2^)
and transfomdng yields














Substituting equation (5^) into (52) and solving for i results in
1+8 T^MHU^^^ s+1 " (g+^)(i^^m)(i+ame-mT)
(S+1)(1+Z^) .
Again for calculation purposes choose © = l/s. Doing this and
combining the e^ terms yields
J ^ J_ + 22^(1 -e-^^) gO(1.a%-°^T)





I.ze-T (1.ze-T)(1-z"i)(i+ziae-niT) " (1-ze-T)(1-z«i)(1+z^-niT)
(57)
multiplying through, and collecting terras the result is
a(1-ze-^-z»(1-e-«^T) + zB»+1(e-T^-U+l)T) . 22ae-JiiT+^2ia+l3-(m+1 )T)
= 1.z^+2ae"*''^-z2^e^T42z'»-2z°e'*'^-e^(1-z"'-z%'^T+22mg"*iT
^ (^gj
Equation (5S) can be put into a recurrence relation as follows*
n n-1 n-m* iwaol n>2m n>2m>1 n
(59)
where
{\} = {(l-«o^» ° 1^-*'^^^q(H«-™'^). 0. .... -e-«%^+1). 0. ...].
Equation (59) is directly applicable to digital computer programailng,
(Appendix C). The following data show the results of such a program. The
data are plotted in Fig. 2,
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TABLE 2. C C RC CIRCUIT WITH
T = 1• 1
N I ( N ) N I ( N )
1 A n o A ni • (JUUUUU 50 T 1 C O O O ("11 . 159989
1 • y (Dill) 5 1 1.131 349
O 1 O O Q
• V 5 i ^ ^: V 52
i Q 9 7 7 /l /i• 7^1 ( '4-'+ D 3 1 n 7 A 1 7 /.
4 .904837 54 1.049603
5 .882497 55 1.023689
o ft A n 7 1 J R D O . 7 7 H i M-
7 - ft Q A. R 7 ^ 7 Q 7 "a 7 A9 y t J 1 OH
Q
. ft 1 ft 7 ^ 1
. O 1 O / ^ 1 ^ft1? O Q A Q 7 O. 7 "+7 ( C C
o 7 Q Q C 1 £.
. ( V y i D ^ Q3 7 Q 9 A 9 7 A
1 ni U o U 1 A O A ^ 1 "71 . 966 1 i
i 1 1 1 Q 1 n / fti . 1 7 i Um-cS A 1D 1 T A A O C /r Oi . U d9 DH
c
12 1.16 1641 62 1.043135
1
3
1 . 1 3296U 6 3 1.017380
14 1 .104987 64 .992262
15 1.077705 65
16 66 . 9438 7
1 "7i r A 7 Q 9 n R A. 7 ^ U 5 O O
1 QI o Q Q Q ft /. 7 7 7 J H A ftt) O Q Q 7 Q '2 Q.07 / 3 O
1 Q Q 7 c; 1 /, Q A Q07 O 7 A £. "7 T• O 1 DO 1 I
U 1 1 ^ /i ft Q "31 1 7 r\ 1 1 /i A O 7 A
1
T ''^ o o n o o 7 1
' 1
1 1 T "7 i Q O1.11 f6o3
^: 2 O O
"7 "7 "7 /.
• 97/ / ^4 "7 O' 2 1 A O Pt A n ~71 . 090087
<i 3 .7 1 5 I iy 7 -3' 3 1.0531 J H
24 .949113 74 1.036924
25 .925679 75 1.011323
^ 6 7 /rf O
"7 Q D r, t -3 /,
. O O U P J 7 7 Q A ri A
9 R
c. o
a t, Q 7 Q /,
/ O Q c^ n
"? Q D -2 7 t Q n
. o ^ 1 Dy \J 7 Q( 7 Q 1 n Q A• 7 i U O D
i U 1 1 ft 'a n Q 7 ft AO U 1 1 ("I "7 R / A
•J 13 i 1 1 ^ "J ft ft A ft 11 i •UcSUiVo
32 1 1 O C -2 Q 7 2 1.053526
33 1 A n "7 ^ 1 T1.097611 8 3 1.027515
34 1.070511 84 1.002146
35 1 .044080 85 .977404
36 1.018302 86 .9 53273
37 .993161 87 .929737
3 8 . 968640 88 .906783
•a ri Q / / "7 'J U o y . 864395
4(J 7 U 1 . 1 3 / 480
4 1 1.051701 9 1 1 . 109396
4^ T A ^ n n Q 9 2 T r\ Q f\ r\1.082005
43 1 f'i r. Ci £^~7 ci .UUUo 1 O 7 3 1.055291
44 .975970 94 1 . 029236
45 .95: 873 95 1.003825
46 .928372 96 .979041
47 .905451 97 .954870
48 .883096 98 .931295
49 .861293 99 .908302
REVERSE-SWITCHED CAPACITOR
N I ( N
)
N I ( N )
100 1.114168 150 1.127316
101 1 .08666 151 1 .099484
10 2 1.05983 1 15 2 T /\ —7 'I o o n1.072338
103 i .033664 153 1.045863
104 1.008144 154 1.020042
1 A C10 5 Q O O 9 C /.. 98 3 A 5 4 13 5 r\C\ i, ceo
1 A Ai U Q A a Q 7 O. 7 5 7 / O 1 A AJ. 9 O "7 A Q "7
1 (\ 7 Q a c, -2 A 9
. 7 3 D 3 U ^ 1 A 7J. 9 /
1 n fti U . 7 i A A i U 1 A Qi 9 D Q "7 Q
1 A Qi (j 7 ft Q O A Q Q.007007 1 A O19 7 A A A 1 1• 7 UU 1 7 i
110 1 1 O 1 "O o1.13232 8 160 1. 122 118
111 1 . 10437 2 161 1 • 0944 14
112 1.077105 162 1.067393
113 1.050512 163 1.041040
114 1.024576 164 1.015338
115 .999280 165 .990271
116 A "7 /. £ A A. 974609 166 ^ COOT.965 82 3
1 1 "711/ . 950546 167 . 94 19 78
TIGi 1 O O O "7 A ~7 <*1 168 ri 1 "7 1 o• 9 1 8 / 2 2
119 .904190 169 .896041
12 1.118190 1/0 1.126173
121 1 .09058 3 171 1.098369
12 2 1 .063657 172 1.071251
123 1.037396 173 1.044803
124 1.011784 174 1.019008
IOC12 5 .986804 1 /5 .993 8 50
12 6 . 962 44 1 176 . 969314
12 / O O O ^ ~7 O 1/7 (O / c• 945 38 3
T O fti A O 1 K A /i 1 7 Qi / O A A /.• y c U*f3
IOCi A 7 fl Q Q A 9• O 7 / 7 U / 1 7 Qi / 9
13 1 . 129206 180 1.123021
131 T 1 A 1 O 9 "71.10132 / 181 1.095295
132 1 .0741 36 182 1.068253
133 1.047616 183 1.041879
134 1.021752 184 1.016156
135 .996526 185 .991069
136 .971923 186 .966601
137 . 94792 7 187 .942737
138 .92452 4 188 . 9 19463
13 9 . VO 1 69 9 189 .896 763
140 1 . 12063 3 190 1. 125482
141 1.092 96 5 191 1.097695
I/O142 1.06598 1 192 1.070594
143 1 .039663 193 1 .044162
144 1.013994 194 1.018383
145 .988960 195 .993241
146 .964544 196 .968720
147 .940731 197 ,944804
148 .917505 198 .921479
149 .894854 199 .898729
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Table 2. (ccnt.)
N 1 UN ' M T ( Nl )1 \ 1 N y N I ( N
)
N I ( N)
^ r\ r\
2 U 1 1 9
"2 C. ~7
1 • 1 <i 3 5 f 2 9 n^ J u i . 1 A *-r D f 300 1.12437 5 350 1 . 12448
1
201 1 •095832 2 5 1 1 Q A Q ri ni .uyoyuu n 1_? \j i 1 . ^ 9 6 6 1 6 351 1 .096720
202 1 .068777 252 1 .069819 302 1.069542 352 1.069643
203 1 .042390 253 1.043406 303 1.043137 353 1.043236
2 04 1.0 1665 5 n A.^ U H 1 .017383 3 54 1 .0 17480
2 5 • 9 9 1 5 5 5
c; K2 5 5 Q Q 9 c; 9 a n R:D u .99226 7• 7 7 t- t. D f 3 5 5 .992 362
2 06 ^ "7 A
~7 9 C. A
• 7 D U U w tj ,957772 356 .967865
2 07 Q /, Q n 1 9 R 7 307 .943880 357 .943971
2 08 Q 1 Q Q 1 C. V i 7 7 J. D 9 R R^1 _> • 7 fc. u J. 308 .920579 3 58 .920668
n2 y Q
n 7 9 n A _> 7 . Q Qft Oft ? 309 .897853 359 .897941
2 10 1 1 9 c. A A 9 A nA U 310 1.124501 360 1.124449
2 11 T ( "7 W Q 9 A 1A D i 1 n Q A A ft 7 3 1 1 1.096739 361 1.096689
212 1,070198 262 1.069416 312 1.069662 362 1.069613
213 1 .043776 263 1.043013 313 1.043253 363 1.043206
2 14 T 1 1^
~7l.UloOU 1 ^: H- 1 ri 1 7 9 A1 . U i f A 3 1 .m 749 8 364 1.0 17452
2 15 .992874 O C2ob Q Q 9 1 /i Q. y y A i ^y . QQ ? ^7 Q• 7 7 f 7 365 .992335
2 16 .968362 2 66 Q A 7 A A. y ( D 9 1 AJ 1 - C A7 ft R• 7 D 1 (J W 366 • 967838
217 • 9 4445 5 T A 726 f Q / 'S 7 A 7 1 7^ 1 1 « Q4'^ Qft A 367 ,943946
218 .921139 '7 A QADO Q 9 f"l /i A ft• y A u'+D . 9 ? 068 2 368 • 920643
219 Q Q fl "3 Q W. y 5 7 9 AQA 7 . Ry7746. 319 .897954 369 . 897916
2 20 1 T Q 1 1 fl 9 7 nA ( u i.iAHyi? 3 ?J A 1 . 124409 370 1. 124480
2 21 i.uycsiou 9 7 TA I i 1 . 968 1
5
321 1 .096649 371 1.096719
222 1 .06' 097 272 1.069736 322 1.069575 372 1.069643
223 1.042702 273 1.043326 323 1.043169 373 1.043235
1 ( 1 A Q R Qi .0 0737 9 7 Zi.A 1 H 1 . 1 7 S A R 3 2 4 1.017415 374 1 .0 17480
2 25 . y y 1 5 3 9 7 RA I 9 Q q 9 A A 7• y 7 A M-H- ( 9 A -J • 99229 8 37 5 .992362
2 2 6 Q A 7 d A tf.• y ( 3d 9 7 AA ( D Q A7 QZi A.70 ( 7 H ^ P 6A U .967802 376 .967865
2 2 7 9 7 7A ( / . 7 HM- u 9 u ^ P 7A ' .94391 377 .943972
o2 28 . y u i 7 9 7 HA I . 7 A U f H- H 3 2 8_J t- w •920608 378 .920669
2 ^ V R Q 7/i7. 7 f H f H- 9 7 9A / 7 .898 014 329 • 89788
1
379 •897942
"2 n l.iii.'+uiO 9 H nA U 1 • X f- ^ D c.'-r 3 3 1 • 12448 7 380 1. 124463
231 1 fi 7 n /i 9 H 1A i 1 n Q A ^ A A1 • U70-500 9 i 1.0967 2 5 381 1.096702
232 1.069960 282 1.069493 332 1.069648 382 1.069626
233 1.043544 283 1.043088 333 1.043241 383 1.043219
2 34 l.u 17701 2 4 '3J 9 H l.Ul fH09 9 *T 1.01 7464
235 .992654 28 5 .992221 9 R Q Q 9 9 A 7. y y A 9 / R R9 9 . 7 7 A 9 M- 1
236 .968148 28 6 3 3 6 £, 7 D A Q. y6 /Boy 9 Q A900 A 7 R R D. y / 9 U
? 37 .944246 287 • 943836 "733 Q /i 9 7 c;• y M- 9 y 19 •a H 7 Q A 9 q c. 7. 7 H 9 7 9 f
2 38 .92093 5 2 8 8 .920535 9 9 Ci990 Q 9 A A 7 9• 7 A U ( A R R900 . 9 9 n 6 R R. 7 A vj 9 9
239 . 8982U0 2 8 9 Q 7 Q 1 r\.by / i 9 9 Q9 3 y Q Q 7 q A Zl• y ( 7 H H R 99 7 .097990• 7 f 7 C_
240 1.124115 Q n2 9 1 1 9 /i c; 9 Qi.iA^^DAy 9 H U 1 . 1 9 ZiZi ^ 9!• lAH*-r9A 1 - i 7 L.UR'^X«
2^1 1 ^ t Q A Q A1 •uy6362 9 G 1A y 1 1 Q A 7 A A Zl 19 H 1 ^•U70D f A ^9 19 7 JL 1 .096721
? 9 ? 1.069688 342 1^06959 7 392 1.069645
243 1 .042894 293 1.043279 343 1^043190 393 1.043238
244 1.017147 294 1.017523 344 1^017436 394 1.017483
245 .992036 295 .992403 345 .992319 395 .992365
246 .967545 296 .967904 346 .967823 396 .967868
247 .943659 297 .944009 347 .943930 397 .943975
248 .920362 298 .920704 348 .920628 398 .920672




H I ( N ) N I ( N
)
N 1 ( N ) MIN I I IN )
4OO 1 • 124473 450 1 . 124498 500 1 1 /. C 1 /.i.i<i4Di4 550
4OI 1 .096712 451 1.096736 501 1.09675 2 5 51 1 .096769
4O2 1 . 069636 452 1 .069660 502 1.069676 552 1.069693
403 1 .043229 453 1.043253 503 1.043268 553 1.043285
404 1.01'. 474 454 1.017498 504 1.017513 554 1.017529
4O5 .992357 455 .992381 505 .992396 55 5 .992412
4O6 .967860 456 .967884 506 .967899 5 56 .967915
407 .943967 457 .943991 507 . 944006 557 .944023
4O8 .920665 458 .92 0689 5 08 .92 / 4 C d5 5 8 n T A "7 1
409 .897938 459 .897961 509 5 5 9
410 1 . 1 2448 7 460 1 . 124499 510 i. 124518 560
411 1 . 09672 5 46 1 1.0 96738 511 1.096756 561 1.096 11
^
412 1 . 069649 462 1 .069662 512 1.06968 56 2 1.0 6969 5
413 1 .043242 463 1 .043254 513 1.043272 563 1.043288
414 1 .01748 7 464 1 .017499 514 1.017517 564 1.017532
4I5 .992369 465 .992382 515 .992400 56 5 . 992415
416 .967872 466 .96788 5 516 .967903 566 .967918
417 .943979 467 .943992 517 .944010 567 .944026
4I8 .920677 468 .920690 518 .920708 568 .920723
419 .897949 469 .897962 519 .89798 1 569 . 897996
420 1 . 124482 470 1.124504 52 1 . 12452
1
570 1.124537
421 1.096721 47 1 1 .096743 521 1.09675 9 571 1.096775
422 1 . 069645 472 1 .069667 522 1.06968 3 572 1 .069699
423 1.043238 473 1.043259 523 1.043275 573 1.043291
424 1 .017483 474 1.017504 524 1.017520 574 1.017535
425 .992 366 475 .992 387 52 5 .992 40 3 57 5 .992418
426 .967869 476 .967890 52 6 .967906 576 .967921
427 .943976 477 .943997 527 . 9440 1
3
57 7 .944029
428 . 920674 478 .920695 528 .920711 578 •920727
429 .8 97946 479 • 897968 52 9 .897984 57 9 .898000
430 1 . 1 24492 48 1 . 124507 5 3 i . 124524 580 1 . 124540
431 1.096730 481 1 .096745 531 1.096763 581 1.096778
432 1.069654 48 2 1 .069669 532 1.06968 6 582 1.069702
433 1 .043247 483 1 .043262 533 1.043279 583 1.043294
434 1 .017492 484 1 .017506 534 1.017523 584 1.017539
435 .992374 485 .992389 535 .992406 585 .992422
436 .967877 486 .967892 536 .967909 586 .967925
437 .943985 487 .943999 537 .944017 587 .944032
438 .920682 488 .920697 538 .920715 588 .920730
439 .89795 5 489 .897970 539 .897987 589 .898003
440 1 . 1 2449
1
490 1 . 124511 540 1 .12452 7 590 1. 124544
44 1 1 . U96730 49 1 1 . 0961^9 541 1.09676 6 591 1.096782
442 i • UbV H- 49 2 1 .069673 542 1.069689 592 1.069705
443 1.043246 49 3 1.043266 543 1 .043282 593 1 .043297
444 1 .017491 494 1.017511 544 1.017526 594 1.017542
445 .992374 495 .992393 545 .992409 595 .992425
446 .967877 496 .967896 546 .967912 596 .967928
447 .943984 497 ,944004 547 .944019 597 .944035
448 .920682 498 .920702 548 .920717 598 .920734




N I ( N ) N I { N ) N 1 ( N ) IN i V IN (
feUU A c; nb 9 u 1 1 9 /i A A Ai . i. A 49b 9 7 n n 1 * 1 9 Zl R ft ? 7 A n( 9 u 1 » 1 9Zi.Ann
6 u i 1 C i Q A 7 ft AC,!b 9 J. 1 n Q A ft n "a 7 n 11 U i 1 . ri Q A A p n 7 1( 9 i. J..\_/7009 (
o ^ 1 f i A Q 7 1 1 Q A 9O 9 A 1 .nAQ79Ai .U07 ( AO 7 0?/ U A 75?( 9 A 1 . 6Q 7 AOJ. . U 7 (WW
603 1.043301 653 1 .043318 703 i. 043335 753 1.043352
604 1.017545 654 1.017562 704 1.017579 754 1.017596
/I n t;6 U 5 Q Q 9 Zl 9 ft» y y C ^ ^ A c, Q Q 9 A /, A. y y o 7 A1 U 9 • Q Q 9 <!i.A 9. 7 7 A HO A (99 . q Q 9 Zl 7 Q• 7 7 A *T ( 7
Q A 7 Q "3 1
» y O 1 y D 1 A Ab 3 b Q A 7 Q A Q. 7 b f 7 M- 7 7 A1 U b . q A 7 Q A A70 1 7 7 R A( 9 . q A 7 Q ft ^. 7 D ( 7 9
607 Q /, /, /-V O O. yHi^v iy A A 7b 9 f O /, /, n A 7. y H'f U 9 ( 7 7 A A n 7 A. 7 H H U ( H 7 A 7( 9 ( A A (^ q 1. y f u y i
608 O A ~7 O 7 £ c o6 5 8 O O 7 C C. 9ii 075 9 7 Q( 9 7 7 9• y Z\) i (A 7 A(90 Q 9 7 q. y A / y
609 • 898010 659 O f~l O o o• 8 98 02 8 700(07 hi A Q /• A. y u M- 9 7 A Q( 9 y Q q D A 9. y u 6 A
610 A A nbb T T 9 /. A A D 7 1 n( i 1 1 9 /i A ft A 7 A( b U 1 1 9 A A ni. iAfbU9
6 i 1 1 fi O A 7 ft Q A A 1b b 1 T n Q A ft n Ai.U7boub 7 11( i i 1 • Q A ft 9 A. 7A 1( 1 1 .OQAftZil.U700*tX
612 1 ri A Q 7 1 o A A TbbZ 1 A O 7 9 Qi.0D9 1 Zy 7 19( i A 1 A Q 7 /i 7 7 A 9( b A 1 A q 7 A Ai.Uby (bH
613 1 .043304 663 1.043321 713 1.043339 763 1.043355
614 1 .017549 664 1.017565 714 1.017583 764 1.017599
6 i-> Q Q "5 /i "SO A A t;o o ^ Q Q 9 /i /i Q. V 7 A Ht
V
7 1 A(19 Q 9 Zl A A• 7 y A Hb b 7 A A( b 9 q q 9 /i. y 7 A H 9
6 io Q £. "7 Q "2 C; Aoo o Q A 7 O A 9• y b f y 9 A 7 1 A( i b Q A 7 Q 7. y b ( y ( u 7 A A( b b Q A 7 q Q A. y b (yob
617 "7 . 9 4406 7 17III /i /i 7 7. y H u ( ( 7 A 7 A /, /, A A /i. y hho y M-
618 n T "7 /. 1. 9 id i' 4 1 668 . 9 A 7 9 8 7 1 Q( 1 Q 9 7 7 A. y A ( ( b 7 A Q(68 A 9 7 Q.9^0 (93
619 D Q Q ri 1 /i• CS V ts U i '+ A A Qb b V Q Q Q n '2 1. Vt5 9 i 7 1 Q( i 7 ft Q /i Q. y uh y 7 A Q(by w q C O A A. y u bb
6 1 1 9 /, c; A /, A 7 nb 1 U 1 1 9 /i A 7 9 7 9 A( C 1 1 9 Zl A Q 770( ( 1 1 9 /i A (^ 7lax AHb (J (
6 <^ i 1 (i Q A 7 Q 9 A 7 1b ( i 1 n Q A ft 1 n 7 9 1( A i 1 •nqAft97i.uyboA ( 7 7 1III 1 n q A ft A Ai.U7bO'f'+
£ 9 9 1 n A Q 7 1 Ai.ub7 ( ib A 7 9b I A 1 n A Q 7 'a 7 9 9( A A lie 1 A q 7 A 7i . u b y ( b (
623 1.0433U8 673 1 .043325 72 3 1.043342 773 1.043359
624 1.017552 674 1 .017569 724 1.017586 774 1.017603
b 3 . Q Q 9 4 ^ S• y y D J A7O * 9 . q g 9 A A 9 7 9 1^r A 9 . QQ 9 A A q. 7 7 A H 7 7 7 ^( ( 9 - Q Q 9 Zl ft A. 7 7 A H
b ^ b g A 7 Q ^ ft.70 t y D o ATAO 1 b _ Q A 7 Q A A. 7 O / 7 9 O 1(AO . Q A 7 Q 7. 7 b ( 7 ( 9 7 7 A( ( - q A 7 Q q n. y b ( 7 y u
6^- ( A 7 7b ( ( Q A A n A "a. 7 M- U b 9 7 9 71 A ( q A A n ft 1. 7 ff U ± 1 1 1 Q Zl Zl ft. y t M- u y
b ^ o Q 9 (M L.L. A 7 ftb / . 7 A U ( b i 7 9ft( A - Q 9 7 7 q. 7 A U ( (7 11 R1 1 q 9 7 Q A. y A u ( y
£ 9 Q ft Q J n 1 7 A 7 Qb < 7 Q Q o o a A. 7 U 9 9 7 QIcy ft ft n A 9. y u 9 A 7 7 q1 1 y ft q Q (^ 7. 7 U ( u
6 -5U 1 1 9 Zl R ft Aft nO u 1 1 9 A A 7 A 7 n( 9 u 1 - 1 9 A A q ^i.iA'+9y9 7 ft O( U 1 1 9 A A 1 (^
6 i T n Q A 7 Q Ai . u V b ( 7 b A ft 1bo i 1 ri Q A Q 1 'a 7 1( J 1 1 n A ft n 7 ft 1( J. 1 q A ft /. Qi.OybOHcJ
A ^ 9b -3 <c 1 . f ' AQ7 1 Q Aft 9O O A 1 _nAQ7'aAi.U07r9D 7 "a 9(9a 1 .0AQ7AAX UD7 ( 9H 7ft 9(OA 1 n A q 7 7 1i.Uby ( (
1
633 1.043311 683 1 .043328 73 3 1.043345 783 1.043362
634 1.017556 684 1.017572 734 1.017589 784 1.017606
£.b -3 -5 Q Q O A a Q AH c,b o 9 Q Q 9 A A A. 7 7 A H 9 9 7 A(99 ^ q q 9 A 7. 7 y A M- ( D 7 ft A(09 Q Q 9 A Q n• V 7 ^ H V U
Q A 7 Q A O A ft Abob Q A 7 Q A Q.7b (797 7 A(9b . y b ( y ( b 7 ft A(Ob A "7 Q Q
bit Q /, /, n n A ft 7oo 1 O /i /i A A 7. y H'f Ub ( 7 71 i 1 Q Zl / / Q /i. y HH u H 7 fl 7101
6 o O o -7 /, Q• y ^ u /HO boo . 9 A (65 700 7 Q 9. y ^ u / OA 700788 '~i r\ Ci r\ /\.920800
6^9 Q Q C n O 1• o V o U <d i A Q Qbo V O <~1 O '3 O. 8^8 038 700(39 Q A r\ C A» oy 05 9 789 .898073
640 1 . 1^:4561 69 1.124579 740 1.124596 790 1.124614
641 1 .096799 691 1 .09681
7
741 1.0968 3 4 79 1 1 .09685
1 fi A Q 7 9 O ^ n o6V2 i • 69 740 (42 1.069757 79 2 1.0 69774
/i "a6'+ .3 A Q "aoy J J. • 0^999 A 7 /.(43 i A /. /.i.04394o "779 9 1.043366
644 1 .017559 694 1.017576 744 1.017592 794 1.017609
645 .992442 695 .992459 745 .992476 795 .992493
646 .967945 696 .967962 746 .967979 796 .967997
647 .944053 697 .944070 11^1 .944087 797 .944105
648 .920751 698 .920768 748 .920786 798 .920803















8 10 1 .124621
811 1 .096836
812 1 .069781





8 18 .92( 810
819 .898083
8 2 1 .124624
821 1 .096862
8 22 1 .069764
823 1 .043376
824 1.01762





8 30 1 .124628
8 31 1 .096865
rt T O8 3^ 1 .069768






















































































































840 1 .124631 890 1 . 124649 940 1 .124667
8^1 1 .096869 891 1 .096887 941 1 .096904
842 1 .069792 892 1 .069809 942 1.069826
843 1 .043363 893 1 .043400 943 1 .043417
8^4 1 .017627 894 1.017644 944 i .017661
845 .992510 895 .992528 945 .992544
846 .968014 896 .968031 946 .968048
847 .944122 897 .944140 947 .944157
848 .920821 898 .920838 948 .920855
849 .898094 899 .898112 949 .898129
END OF PRCGRAM AT STATEMENT 0014 + '
T ^.ueaano
21
Llalt cycle of a Series RC Clroult
Resrults trom the preceding section show that the output (current)
takes the form of an ultimately periodic function. Looking at equation
(57) it is seen that for zero initial conditions the second term contributes
the ultimate periodicity. If initial conditions were present the term
containing them would also enter into the ultimate periodicity, since the
denominator is the same as the second term. The following methods could
include this initial condition term if so desired. The term 1-z"^ in the
denominator is the only term that does not damp out.
The notation for a periodic sequence of period m is
[gQ. g,. gg. ••• gn-l}. (60)
To gain insight to the problem the ultimately periodic sequence of f and
g is investigated. The ultimately periodic sequence
^0* ^1' ^2 V ^2 (61)
may be expressed in Z-transform notation as shown below, it^ere any of the
g's or f's may be zero.
? » AgQ + gz + gpz2 + ... + e




f(a) « f(2) +
. (63)
where the degree of g(z)<;m. Equation (57) may now be esqjressed in the form
22
az'^d-e-"^) A(z) + Blzi
(1-2e-^)(1-fz"'e-«T)(l.z«) (1-2e-'^)(1+z™e-"'T) Uz"'
*
6(z) must be of degree at least one less than its denominator. It is
represented as follows
i
B(z) = + b^z + bgz^ + + Vl"^""^ • ^^^^
The problem is solved whenever the b's are found and this task is under-
taken in the next section.
Determination of B(z)
A procedure will now be given for finding the coefficients of B(z)
in the limit cycle portion of the solution. Expressing equation (63) in
the general form
FU) = AM + BL2I
(U8»)Q(z) Q(z) l-z^ ^66)
and multiplying through by (1-z°')Q(z) yields
P(z) = (1-z"')A(z) + Q(z)B(z). (67)
The terra (1-z™)A(z) will be zero for z" = 1. The required m-th root of
uniV is
zjj = e^^"^^^^ where k = 1, 2, 3, ... m,
and equation (6?) becomes,
H\) = + Q(z^)B(zj^). (68)
Dividing through we may now write
For all k this result may be expressed as a matrix equation involving
a transposed, with the elements unconjugated^ , Vandermonde matrix*








1 • • •
_ m«1
^2 ^
1 • • •
m^-l
• • • • •
1
• • • • •
• • • • •
1
m m
• • • z
m
This matrix has an inverse due to the fact that
m
2: z = .
Denoting the matrix by V the inverse be written
(71)
(72)
where V denotes the transpose and involves the complex conjugation
operation also. Some helpful simplification procedures can be derived
from the definition of Zj^, First note that
therefore
or
"2 = V .
(73)
(75)
When this paper speaks of the transpose operation it will imply
conjugation of the matrix elements also unless otherwise specified.
The kn obtained from equation (75) »«y contain numbers larger than m.
Since idiere are only m components in the vector field the kn is computed
modulo m. The subscript, therefore, always ranges from to m.







Therefore, if Zjj is a root then is its complex conjugate. Thus the
required complex conjugate pairs of roots exist in the given set of roots.
Ihese operations can all be carried out at once to obtain the inverse
of v« Ihe inverse may now be used to solve equation (70 )•









= (1/m) V2 ^m-^ • • • 1
• • • • •
• * • • •
• * • •





Ihe b*8 najr now be found b7 substituting in the y^'s as obtained from
15





THE PERIODIC QUANTIZER q(t)
Rademacher Functions
Ttxe Rademaoher fimotions are defined lay




1 if f(t) j
2 / if f(t) = )









and so on up to ^^^(t).
Expansion of q(t) = t, Q^\,<^t by Radeioacher ?>mctions
The fonction q(t) is called the periodic quantizing functions. q(t) = t
may be eiqjanded on the interval, 0<t<1, by meajis of the Radetaacher functions.
For other applications of Rademacher functions the reader is referred to
Kao (3).
q(t)=(l/2)r^(t).(lA)r2(t).(l/8)r^(t).(l/l6)r^(t)...(l/2")r^(t) (83)
The derivation of this formula is now given.
For n2 2 the coefficients of r (t) are -I/2",
2*^^.1 (k+l)/2"-^ 2'^-^-1



















n=1, C. = / tdt = 1/2.
1
%-/o
Hiysical Realization of q(t) by Operational Amplifiers
It is desirable to construct the Rademacher functions r^(t) from a
combination of svfitched integrator networks. Choosing a^l
,
r^ (t) may be
obtained by combining the following two functions;
Fig, 3« Outputs of switched integrators.
Those are produced by two switched integrator networks where one is
started xJith an initial condition of 1 and the other 0. Hie one with initial










Pig. ^. Integrator network for r^(t).
Other rjj(t) can be found ?ji the same manner by replacing C with
C/2 and 1^^ with U'2^*^< ^**^* ^ z'emAin th« aaae. Ihis givss a naw
capacitance value of 1/2^^ farad.
DefiniUoni iiapUes Z^, t^j^ implies Z^^ (88)
or m replaced by n/k. It is possible to normalize the Z^^^ to Zj^ and Z
to Zjjj after vihioh the outputs must be normalized to 1 . It seems best,
however, to proceed using the first case.
Uie function q(t) can be constructed by taking the rjj(t) obtained
from each of tiie v^^ + Wj^ and dividing by 2^*
Replaceiaents for Reduced Output
k k
Reducing the output by 2
,
implies C being replaced with 2 C and v^
I k
xd.th Vq/2 in the integrator network.
+ CSV = +2CZ^v - CVq
V = -(;/Cs) + (2/s)zJ - Vq/s (89)
?/2^ =
-(5/C2^s) + (2/2^s)Z V - (v^/2^s) (90)
m
v/2^ = -(e/C2^s) + (2/8)Z^(v/2^) + (Vq/2^s) (91)
A comparison of equations (89) and (91 ) shows that the new network
will have a new capacitance of 2^C and new initial condition of Vq/2^.
Perfowdng the operations to get rj^(t) and then tiie ones to get
rj^(t)/2^ we have C replaced with C = 02^2^"^ = 2C, Vq with Vq/2^ and {Jj^
with
(J) 2^"^ • ^® network can now correspond to any rj^(t)/2^ when these
substitutions are made as shown in Jig. 5»
Tb construct the negative we need only reverse the positions and
initial conditions of the two integrator networks from that above as shown
in RLg. 6. This is the same as changing the initial conditions from the



















Fig. 6. Integrator network for r (t)/2 , v = 1,
K U
We may construct q(t) using the r^/2 and '^/^^ obtained, part of
ftoXeii is shown in Fig. 7*
Parallel Switched Integrators Equivalenoe
Tw> integrators in parallel svdtched at different rates nay be
replaced with a single network using only on® amplifier. The two capacitors
are placed across the amplifier and switched at their respective rates.
i^ = de^/dt (92)
L = C,se, - 2Z e. + e (0) (9^)
I 1 1 m • 1
^1 *'2 =
• (96)
i = i^-tig a (C^+C2)se + 2(Z^+Z2j^)e - e(0)+e2(0) (97)
« (C^+C2)se + 2(Zj^+2^)5 - 5(0) (98)
Ihis can be generaliaed to any number of integrators,
where e(0) = e^(0) + e„(0) + e ... e (o),
• <c n
which is the sum of the initial conditions of all the capacitors.
The q(t) network can be simplified by using the parallel network
equivalence Just shown. Only one amplifier is then needed for each side






























Fig, 8, Integrator network for q(t), v = 1,
31
Calculation of q(t) tvm the Ilatworic
tlli tvttil mtowli mtpxt for the (l/2)r^(t) li th* diffsx^noe betroon
tho output txm the Inte^tcxt with initial oorditions and the one without*
(1/2)?^







The MM MOT be dons for m tttlMr 9j2^ with C » 2« « 1/2^, and
N • this gives
k-1
He nay noir ocnipato q st^stitutlng into equation (37)»
(105)
2» 1-W s 4 t-WSy all+zSVV alt+sSa/n
(106)
A Mdootion ie now aftde on the Mymadon for q* lAtfUtating
s a e**«T ^gjgg^ a ^ jj,^ equation (106) reand-ts In
^ = 1 (hscl\ Ilfhsd^] . 1 /I=£2^L\ ^ ... . 1 /l=£2^)j (,07)
Making the substitution (1~e"^)/(1+e*^) » tanh(ii/2), aixL manipulating to
get a tanh series yields
sq = (l/2)tanh(u/2) - [tanh(u) + (l/2)tanh(u/2) + (lA)tarfi(uA)
+ (l/8)tanh(u/8) +
.,.]+ tanh(u) + (l/2)tanh(uy2)
, (108)
Hhi<& after summing beooaaes
n
sq = tarfi(u) + tanh(u/2) -V -Ltahh(u/2^). (109)
The tanh series may be summed and the reader is referred to Appendix A for
a proof. Making the substitution for the tanh series and collecting tenaa
yields
sq = ooth(u) - ooth(u/2) + (l/2")coth(u/2") . (110)
Now coth(a) - coth(b) = - sinh(a-b)/(sinh(a))(sinh(b)). Making this
substitution into equation (110), substituting u = sraT, and reducing gives
q - ^[2-^ ooth(aaT2-n) - osoh(smT)J . (Ill
)
SUMMART
It was desirable in the investigation of a new idea to establish a
firm basis for further investigation rather than to ccaae up with extensive
results. Some applications of this basic research, however, are applied
and the results presented.
It is seen that, although the physical construction of the reverse-
switched capacitor is rather simple, a soraevrtiat complex mathematioal
description evolves in ttie analysis, but the Z-transform sirrolifies this
description. The results of a Z-transform analysis are exact at the
sasipling points} however, no information is provided between sampling points
The results fron the switched integrator can be seen to be an inverted
type of sawtooth waveform. VJheneiver the switching period, sampling period,
or initial conditions are varied the results still take the form of an
ordinary integrator with the output displaced by some amount during the
switching period as in the particular case given.
The results, from the application of a reverse-switched capacitor to
an RC circuit, show that the current stays around tha unity level whereas
in an ordinaiy RC circuit the cuawent will eventually become zero when a
Tinit step voltage is applied. A transient is evident which diminishes to
zero in the limit cycle. The limit cycle can be readily calculated for a
particular circtiit.
The orthogonal Rademacher functions describe the periodic quantizer
q(t) and physical realizations of q(t) are readily available because of
this*
Using this thesis as a basis, a great number of extensions could be
made of the reverse-switched capacitor to other RC, RL and RLC notworks
tTith the object of a practical application.
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The hyperbolic tangent series sums to two terns consisting of the
hyperbolic cotangent. Using two identities for hyperbolic functions
the procedure is as follows
t
ig^(i):.a^)"" = - -*^(^->
coth(x) + tarti(x) = 2 ooth(2x) (113)
tanh(x) = - coth(x) + 2 ooth(2x) (11^)
tanh(x/2) = - ooth(x/2) + 2 coth(x) (115)
(l/2)tanh(x/2) = -(l/2)coth(x/2) + ooth(x) (116)
Equations (11^) + (116) yields
tarii(x) + (l/2)tanh(x/2) = -(l/2)coth(x/2) + 2 ooth(2x). (11?)
tanh(x/i*) = - Qothix/k) + 2 coth(x/2) (118)
(lA)tanh(x/if) = -(l/^)coth(x/^) + (l/2)coth(x/2) (119)
Equations (11?) and (119) yields
tanh(x) + (l/2)tanh(x/2) + (l/^)tanh(x/^) = -(l/if)coth(x/^)
+ 2 ooth(2x). (120)
An induction proof begins.
Assume ^(l/2^)tanh(x/2^) =
-(l/2")coth(x/2") + 2 coth(2x) (121)
tanh(x/2""^b = - coth(x/2"'^b + 2 coth(x/2") (122)
(l/2n+1)tarfli(x/2""^^) = •(l/2n+bcoth(x/2""^ )+(l/2'^)coth(x/2n)
(123)
Equations (121) and (123) yield
(l/2^)tanh(x/2^) =
-(l/2""'bcoth(ic/2"+b-^ coth(2x) (12^)
End of induction proof
I
Appendix B
C C INTEGRATOR USING A REVERSE-SWITCHED CAPACITOR
C SAMPLING TIME T, SWITCHING TIME MT» AND INITIAL CONDITIONS EO
DIMENSION X(50) , V(200)
READ, T, VO
PUNCH 5






















3 PUNCH 7,J,V( I ) ,K,V( 1+41 ) ,L,V( 1+81
7 FORMAT ( 3 ( I4,2X,F7.5 ,4X) )
END
Appendix C
C C RC CIRCUIT WITH REVERSE-SWITCHED CAPACITOR
C SAMPLING TIME T, SWITCHING TIME MT» AND INITIAL CONDITIONS EO
DIMENSION X( 50) , A ( 999 )
READ, T» EG
PUNCH 2
2 FORMAT! //4( 2XlHN,bX,';fH I (N) SX, )/ / )
DO -^t I = 1, 21
X ( 1+20 ) = 0.






X(31) = C4+E0*( 1.+C2
)
X(41) =(-C2*( EO+1. )
)
DO 6 N = 22, 999
A(N)=C1*A(N-1)+C4*A( N-10 ) - ( C1-C3 ) *A ( N-1 1 ) +C2*A ( N-20 ) -C3*A ( N-2 1
)
IF (N-42) 6, 6, 5

















































(4( 14, 2X» F8.6, 3X) )





9,J,A(I+2 00),K,A{I+2 50),L,A(I+3 00),M,A(I+3 50)











9,J,A( I+600),K,A(I+6 5G),L,A( 1+700), M,A(I +750)
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When a oapacitor is periodically reversed in a circtdt, the final
voltage on the oapaoitor acts as an initial condition for the next period,
Bie analysis of the device could be carried out in this piecewise linear
fashion but would be slow and tedious. The device may be constructed,
using a double-pole double-throw switch that is periodically operated,
to reverse the capacitor in the circuit.
The Z-transfona analysis effects easy and straightforward solutions
to pjrobleras involvinf^ the reverse-switched capacitor. These give
recurrence relations which adapt easily to digital computer solutions.
The operational amplifier integrator provides a simple network that
is the starting point for analysis, The developments are used in obtaining
two important equations, the loop current and node pair voltage equations.
These may be used for application to ajny other network hy proper ejspression
of the network equations in the Laplace transform domain. The solution can
then be carried on in the Z-transfom domain in much the same manner as in
sampled-data feedback systems,
A simple application of the loop current equation is to the series RC
circuit, vath a step input of voltage the current, iirtiich is called the
output, may be solved. After the solution, it is seen that there is a
limit cycle added to a transient. The solution for the limit cycle was
investigated. This solution can be aecou^lished with a knowledge of complex
conjugate root pairs arKi Vandemonde matrices.
The periodic quantizer q(t) = t is a special function evolved from a
network of integrators which have outputs rj^(t)/2^, where rj^(t) is a
Radwaacher function. The integrator network is a construction developed
from the set of rj^(t). There are replacements for elements in the integrator
2to obtain the redaced output r (t)/2^. A set of parallel switched
integrators may be replaced by one integrator with the switched capacitors
in parallel. The tanh series involved in calculating q(t) is sumable to
a compact form in terms of the coth and csch functions.
This thesis describes the reverse-switched capacitor and pwvides
clues for new applications.
